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8TH OCEAN ENERGY CONFERENCE
IIMOST POSITIVE TO DATE"
While many OTEC advocates viewed the
8th Ocean Energy Conference with misgivings-due primarily to questions of DOE
funding levels for FY 1982-the consensus
of a majority of attendees was that the
meeting was "the most-positive oceanenergy conference held to date ".
Attendance at the 6th and 7th Conferences hovered around the 600 mark, and
many expected the just-completed meeting
to be way down in attendance. The initial
zero budget for OTEC proposed by DOE
and the current economic slowdown limiting travel reduced attendance only minimally, however, with the final count at
about 550.
But the composition of the attendees
had changed drastically. OTEC has come
a long way since only four years ago, when
attendance was dominated by academic researchers and purveyors of paper studies.
In June top management-level representatives of major companies, both foreign and
domestic, were there. A bevy of Congress-

OTEC FUNDING

men and their staffers also appeared, where
earlier substitute speakers had been sent.
And, probably most significant, many of
the technical papers presented dealt with
actual OTEC experiences in the ocean,
whereas four years ago we were dealing
only with paper.
Also, a great deal of attention-both in
the papers presented and in subsequent
workshops - dealt with licensing regulations and financing of OTEC plants. Obviously, commercialization is just around the
corner.
SEE TRANSCRIPT OF
WORKSHOP GROUP VI
FINAL PLENARY SESSION:
"INDUSTRY DEVELOPMENT
FROM HERE TO THE MARKET"
ELSEWHERE IN THIS ISSUE

SENATE COMMITTEE APPROVES
$25 MILLION DOE FUNDING
FOR OTEC IN FY 1982
In mid-July the Senate Conference
Committee on Appropriations, headed by
Senator Hatfield (D-OR), authorized $25
million for OTEC for Fiscal Year 1982.
While this is not the "final stroke of the
pen ", it appears that $ 25 million will be
the final figure. (See earlier articles on the
OTEC budget in our March and June issues. Our predictions were right on target.)
Of that $25 million, the House Science
and Technology Committee has earmarked
$6.3 million to fund the first two phases of
DOE's Pilot Plant PON. Based on revisions
by DOE of the dollar value of the awards
to $900,000, this would seem to indicate
seven awards.
DOE Wants a Piece of the Pie

OTEC funding by DOE for FY 1982
was a major topic of conversation among
the attendees, but many were also looking
(continued on Page 2)

However DOE has requested that a portion of the $6 .3 million go to finance its
supervision of the awards, much to the displeasure of the OTEC community. Thus,
the number of awards-which can be no
less than $900,000 each-remains in question as this issue goes to press.
Of the original nine bidders, only eight
remain, as the Alaskan bid (see our March
issue) has been withdrawn.
Once the FY 1982 OTEC budget has
been nailed down -which is now expected
to be early in August- a date of issuance
for the awards can be expected to be announced by DOE soon.
Several major OTEC private contractors
have indicated to OE's editor that their
corporations are biding their time-while
paying costly personnel- until the awards
are given . It appears certain, however, that
z' somewhere between five and seven awards
~ will be issued .
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NOTICE TO SUBSCRIBERS

The Ann iversary Issue described in our May
issue and scheduled for June has been unavoida: ably delayed due to a serious auto accident in.. volving the editor/publisher's son, who is now
o recuperating.
IDespite our hesitancy to share such personal
o matter~. we believe subscribers are entitled to
this explanation for our tardiness.
U
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Charles McC. Mathias Jr., senior United States Senator from
Maryland, addresses the Opening Plenary Session.
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Mr. Isamu Yamashita, Chairman of Mitsui Engineering and
Shipbuilding of Tokyo (left), talks with Senator Spark Matsunaga (D-HI).
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a bit ahead to the day when DOE funding would no longer be required. [See the
story in this issue on OTEC funding . ]
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Senator Charles McC. Mathias Jr. (DMD) was keynote speaker at the opening
Plenary Session Monday morning, beginning the annual meeting with encouragement regarding the FY 1982 DOE OTEC
budget, despite the initial zeroing recommended by the Reagan Administration.
Mathias spoke of the dichotomy facing
Americans today: with the ability through
technology to improve not only our country but the rest of the world as well, and
"the prevailing mood in the country, in
the Reagan Administration, and in the
Congress toward stringent economy in government". Specifically referring to OTEC,
he said "We simply cannot afford to jeopardize the programs which, at a modest
cost, offer real promise for solving the
middle- and long-term problems of this
country and the world."
After briefly reviewing not only the
technical achievements of OTEC, but also
its potential as a worldwide energy source,
Mathias explained the current legislative
status of OTEC funding and then added:
"But, one thing is clear : The Congress
isn't going to turn its back on OTEC ."
The keynote speaker prodded his listeners, whether they be representative of
private industry, DOE or other government agencies, or state or local government
officials, to not only maintain the continu-

ous efforts to keep Congress advised of
OTEC's progress, but also work together
toward their common goal of reducing US
dependence on foreign oil.
Mathias also welcomed the interest of
other countries in OTEC, specifically mentioning the "study effort on non-US uses
of OTEC being funded jointly by our State
Department and the Department of Energy", noting his special interest in the international economic implications of OTEC .
Mathias is Chairman of the International
Economic Policy Subcommittee of the
Senate Foreign Relations Committee.
This writer's favorite quote from Senator Mathias's address is: "All along the
way, OTEC has confounded its detractors
and gained new adherents."
Craven's Talk a Conference Highlight
Dr. John Craven, Marine Affairs Coordinator for the State of Hawaii and Dean
of Maritime Resources of the University of
Hawaii (among his many other concurrent
positions), was the enthusiastic banquet
speaker. Telling his audience that he never
writes his own speeches, Craven explained
- in mock embarrassment- that his speech
writer misunderstood his instructions and
wrote his speech for presentation in the
year 2081.
Thus John was able to predict the next
100 years, especially regarding OTEC's establishment in the world as a major energy
source, as well as having fun "reviewing"
along the way all of the mishaps and successes that "had taken place since 1981 ".
(continued on Page 3)
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(continued from Page 2)
Needless to say, Hawaii had become an
independent- and flourishing- nation in
that time .
An indication of the au.dience's response
to John's address can be seen in the photograph taken immediately after his conclusion, appearing in this issue.
NOAA Regulations Due August 3rd

A great many of the techn ical papers
and workshops-not to mention unscheduled discussion among attendees-dealt
with the ongoing development of OTEC
licensing and other regulations by the US
Commerce Department's National Oceanic
and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) .
Both public and private conferences in this
area have been held in abundance during
the last six months, with the result that
this publication could devote a small book
to this complex but extremely important
subject.
With the final licensing regulations expected to be issued by NOAA by its promised target date of August 3rd, 1981, tal k
of amendments is already surfacing. Richard Norling of NOAA's office of Ocean
Minerals and Energy said, however, that
while the final regulations issuance date is
"not perfect" regarding potential amend-·
ments, "I would think we could issue a license even without amendments" - adding
that there would be no problem if amendments are in place before the autumn Congressional adjournment.
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Congressman John B. Breaux (D-LA) addresses the Plenary
Luncheon with Thomas E. Kane, President of AOO, at right.

Japanese OTEC Involvement

Japan's OTEC involvement was highlighted by the attendance at the Conference of Isamu Yamashita, Chairman of the
Board of Mitsui Engineering and Shipbuilding Company Ltd. of Tokyo. His
personal attendance was an attempt to
assess OTEC's development outside Japan
firsthand, with the major "players" all
together in one place at the same time.
Yamashita told OE that the final US
funding levels of OTEC for FY 1982 would
have an important bearing on his government's future development of OTEC, much
as the success of Mini - OTEC had accelerated the Japanese program earlier. Similar
thoughts were expressed to OE by the
French, Dutch, and Swedish OTEC representatives.
A current assessment of Japanese OTEC
activities will be published by early fall,
once the effect of the final US budget for
OTEC has been assimilated and action has
been taken by Japanese OTEC interests .
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VACATION NOTICE

J:

The offices of Ocean Energy will be
closed for vacation the week of August
10th. A temporary answering service will
retain telephone messages during that
period.
Solar OCEAN ENERGY Liaison

a..
John B. Craven, Dean of Maritime Resources at the University
of Hawaii, thanks Phil Eisenberg of HydronauticsJncorporated
for his introduction.
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NACOA ADVISES REAGAN THAT
OTEC IS "MOST PROMISING",
URGING FULL FUNDING
The National Advisory Committee on
Oceans and Atmosphere (NACOA), in a
letter from Dr. John A. Knauss to President Reagan dated May 15th, urged the
continuation of funding for OTEC and
other ongoing ocean programs.
Calling OTEC "the most promising of

CONGRESSIONAL STUDY
OF OTEC POTENTIAL
CREATES FUROR

the nation's renewable energy resources",
NACOA urged that both it and the National Oceanic Satellite Systems would be
seriously impaired if funding levels were
reduced, callieg the two programs "at a
critical stage in their development".
NACOA stressed the continued financial support of OTEC until private industry
can take over, saying "There must be a
strong national commitment to the economic and strategic importance of the
oceans for civilian purposes."
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A study prepared by the Congressional
Research Service (CRS) for the use of the
Joint Economic Committee of Congress
titled "Pursuing Energy Supply Options:
Cost-Effective R&D Strategies" initially
was soundly criticized by the OTEC community upon its release just prior to the
8th Ocean Energy Conference.
The 354-page report was prepared at
the request of Senator Lloyd Bentson (DTX) by 16 C RS analysts, and evaluates 31
"unconventional and conventional energy
supply options to determine the most costeffective Federal R&D options for maximizing energy production in the years 1990
and 2000".
Bentson's letter of transmittal, dated
April 15th, 1981, says" The report contains some surprises. The most promising
and cost- effective domestic sources of additional energy supply are heavy oils too
thick for extraction with traditional technology; unconventional gas now trapped in
coal, sandstone, and shale rock; and alcohoi fuels."
But the greatest surprise to OTEC advocates was the last two lines of the 13page section on OTEC, which stated that
"Conceivably, OTEC could deliver power
to US islands in the 1990s, if technical and
economic feasibility were proven by the
mid-1980s. Based on this assumption DOE
predicts a total installed island capacity of
3,000 MWe by2000 and 8,500 MWe by
2020."

It

,

Outdated Data Used-As Usual

c..

Immediately below these last two senMaurice Katz, US Department of Energy (left), talks with Congressman Norman E. tences, the references are provided: the
D'Amours (D-NH), Chairman of the Subcommittee on Oceanography (center) . Robert first DOE In-House Assessment of OTEC,
W. Knecht, Director of NOAA's Office of Ocean Minerals and Energy, is at the right. dated August 14th, 1978, and the second
from a paper delivered at a solar-energy
workshop in December of 1978. As has

occurred frequently in the past, this 1981
report used references that were several
years old! Some references go back as far
as 1974.
[Editor's note : Ironically, this publication's report on the above-named DOE
study was referenced : our November 1978
issue . What was not mentioned, however,
was the "disclaimer" also published in that
o issue: a letter to this editor dated October
z' 3rd, 1978 from DOE, saying in part that
UJ "the findings are tentative" and that the
report was "not an official Departmental
o position ". The entire letter was published
0:: in that issue . In our opinion, DOE took
« pains to back off from the negative report.
~ Check your back issues; it makes interest~
0:: i ng readi ng ! 1
Because of the outrage expressed to
~ CRS by members of the OTEC community
a a news release dated June 8th -concurrent
with the 0 E 8 Conference - was distri buted
at that meeting. It states : "Vigorous development could bring 25,000 megawatts
of installed OTEC capacity on-line in the
(continued on Page 5)
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Eugene Kinelski (left) of the US Department of Energy
discusses an exhibit with Jim Anderson of Sea Solar Power
(center) and Ben Shelpuk of the Solar Energy Research
Institute.
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Edward MacCutcheon, General Chairman of the 8th Ocean
Energy Conference for the Marine Technology Society, addresses the Banquet.

United States by the year 2000." And further: "Estimates of OTEC contribution to
future US mainland and island electricitygenerating capacity were forecast as ranging from a practically achievable 3,000 to
10,000 megawatts of installed capacity by
the year 2000 and from 20,000 to 40,000
megawatts of installed capacity by 2020 ."
Foreign developments were discussed,
again frequently using this publication as
reference- but again using issues dating
from 1978 and 1979. The major pieces of
OTEC legislation passed into law during
the summer of 1980 were not mentioned,
though their precursor's introductions were
-leading us to believe that the outdated
CRS report might be due to the long timelag involved in producing such a government document.
For those interested in old information,
the CRS report can be purchased from
the Superintendent of Documents, US
Government Printing Office, Washington
DC 20402. Request Number 71-9900 and
the title .
If you order it soon, you can give it as
a Christmas present .. . maybe .
[Editor's postscript : Despite the timelag in reference materials, we note that
Senator Bentson's letter, a part of the report, is dated barely one month before
its release. His comments regarding "the
most promising and cost-effective domestic sources of additional energy supply"
should be read while bearing in mind his
home state . ]

•
TRANSCRIPT OF FINAL
PLENARY SESSION

The transcript below was prepared from
a recording of the Final Plena ry Session of
the 8th Ocean Energy Conference, which
included the reports of the six workshops
held during the Conference.
The report which follows (as edited)
was presented by Jay E. Yaffo, Managing
Director of the Ocean Thermal Corporation and Chairman of Workshop VI : "Industry Development from Here to the
Market" :

Dr. John Craven , Dean of Maritime Resources atthe University
of Hawaii (center), is applauded following his 100-year-early
speech (see story) by Senator Matsunaga (left) and Phil Eisenberg, President of Hydronautics Incorporated (behind Craven).
Solar OCEAN ENERGY Liaison
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The workshop, which I had the honor
to sit in with, dealt with the theme of
"1ndustry Development Geared to the
Marketplace': It was well attended, with
30 to 60 people at varying times (no attendance was taken). Discussion was animated, and many views were presented
from which we think we have distilled a
consensus which we hope this conference
can adopt as its point of view.
I think it might be helpful if we review
the program as it was constructed- since
it was constructed not by accident, but by
design. The session discussed sequentially
industry requirements, the regulatory program, economics, finances, the legislative
status of the program, the status of state
(continued on Page 6)
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(continued from Page 5)

programs, and the international aspects of
OTEC.
We concluded and recommend that this
conference adopt as its position the view
that the industry is steadily developing,
though it is still highly unstructured; that
its requirements are rapidly being defined,
and that we hope it will be allowed to
evolve without restrictive inhibitions.
There was some discussion over what
industry we were talking about: the OTEC
industry or the industries of which our
various interests compose a part. Although
no resolution was made, our consensus was
that what we were really talking about was
the 0 TEC industry: that combination of
companies, none of which by itself [embraces all of the objectives}, which have
conjoined to form an industry: the OTEC
industry.
We believe that on the regulatory aspects of this program-and we wish to
state it for the record-fantastic progress
has been made on regulations and licensing
procedures. NOAA should be commended
for developing these regulations and introducing the one-stop licensing process. It's
been superb work.
We feel that the financial and economic
sector is maturing. There are a number of
tools out there, and we haven't yet really
learned to use these tools: the I TC, Title
11, and various other aspects of financing.
The papers that were delivered provided us
with several streams of thought on how
this should be done, and we believe that
we must identify the business that we're
in, we must try to sell investment tax credits, we must consider investing in metals
futures, because-as we view it-OTEC is
an export technology which has a direct
impact on the United States and its general
welfare..
For one example, where a critically
short supply of strategic metals and minerals exists, OTEC is a technology which can
benefit many places in the Third World
which contain the mineral resources that
we must have. There is no doubt whatever
in my view- and I think in the vew if the
workshop - that we can help the Third
World nations develop energy potential
and improve their food development. And
we, for our part, can help the United States
by the acquisition through that process of
strategic metals and minerals.
It is our view that we must learn how to
sell ourselves to commercial banks. We
have a Program Opportunity Notice. We
believe it to be clear-and it is our position
- that we have to sell ourselves to commercial banks by the end of Phase II. Otherwise, there is a real possibility that OTEC
will fold.
However, it is my general view and our
recommendation that DOE funding con'tinues to be required, and it is therefore
our position and our resolution that DOE
should carry forward the terms and conditions of the Program Opportunity I\'otice,
including the program to which so many
of us subscribed, affixed our signatures,
Page 6

and pledged our dedication and our fund- on the record-that the concept of driving
ing. We believe that program should go to the 400-megawatt plant is at present
forward, and it is our recommendation that counter-productive; that the present marthis conference adopt that position.
ket is for smaller plants,and that this
We believe the incentive criteria need should be the focus of the effort. We think
clarificatio" :
it does not serve the program in general to
The 0 TEC development fund is under ask the question: Yes, you have a 40attack. Upon the recommendations of vari- megawatt plant here, and it will work; but
ous reports that have been submitted, it is can you scale it up to 400?" Is that essenclear that the fund is likely to be reduced tial for the life of this industry? We don't
from two billion to 500 million dollars. We think so.
believe that the industry as a whole- and
Fundamentally, the problem that we
we as a group-should go on record as faced in the workshop, and the one that
trying to prevent the reduction of that you all face, is the formation of capital.
fund.
We view this as the number-one problem
We further believe that such incentives in the OTEC program. We need time to
as the investment tax credit and the wind- develop commercial-bank familiarization
fall profits tax, which is scheduled to de- with and acceptance of OTEG. We need
part on December 31st, 1985, should be an outreach program to commercial banks.
extended. We do not think it is realistic We haven't kept the financial community
to invoke the use of these tax credits much involved so that OTEC is perceived as a
before that, and it would be sad indeed if viable investment.
this piece of our future were to disappear
now without any effort being made by this
$2 BI LLION OTEC
group.
DEVELOPMENT FUND
"UNDER ATTACK" BY OMB
We think that some legislative tuning is
required. The problem is when. How many
A major facet of Public Law 96 -320
times can you go back to the well? You was the creation of an OTEC Development
can't keep going back to Congress, and you
Fund that would provide Title XI mortgage
can't keep going back to the regulatory guarantees to aid financing of OTEC plants .
agencies. We believe that the adjustments This fund was established at $2 billion.
that one must make in the regulatory and
However as part of the Reagan Adminlegislative plans or requirements per se will istration's efforts to reduce the Federal
probably appear when the licenses are pre- budget, the Office of Management and
pared and the applications are submitted- Budget (OMB) proposed that the fund
hopefully during Phase I and Phase II, but be reduced to $500 million, though the
certainly not beyond that.
fund is "off budget" - meaning that its
These priorities should be identified loan guarantees would not be direct exfirst, and they should be identified by a penditures.
massive effort on the part of industry.
The establishment of the full $2 billion,
We are impressed- and we wish to go as provided by law under the Carter Adon record as so stating-by the pace of ministration, is considered essential to the
response of the various territories and commercial development of OTEC, as it
commonwealths. I identify specifically Ha- will enhance capital formation through the
waii, Florida, Maryland, Puerto Rico, the private sector.
Virgin Islands, Guam, and the Northern
The Ocean Energy Council (OEC) has
Marianas.
undertaken an effort to avoid the OMB's
We believe that there is an international proposed reduction. This effort is summarket, there is an international industry, marized in a letter from OEC President
there is an international program. We be- Frederick Naef to the Senate Commerce
lieve that this market is primarily for small Committee which will be published in its
plants. The workshop recommended last entirety in our July issue.
year and again this year that the Depart- Lo_______..;.._________.1
ment of Energy initiate small-plant proOne of the problems we face is comgrams. We must look to the export poten- parison with genetic engineering, which is
tial to which I referred earlier.
very high in capital intensity and very
We further wish to go on record as com- high-risk, but promises great rewards.
mending the Department of Energy for reThere is an enormous competition for
sponding to the Seventh Conference rec- dollars in the world. We have to face this
ommendations that the PON be released competition, or we won't survive- and
and that the demonstration of the relia- won't deserve to survive, because OTEC
bility of OTEC economics go forward, be- in {its present limited state of developcause we regard them as essential.
ment} won't meet the requirements of
The Department of Energy should rec- the 20th Century and the 21st Century.
ognize credibility as an expendable re- So we have to find ways to reach out to
source. We think they should isolate the creatively finance these programs and to
long-range concepts and concentrate on convince the financial community and the
selling the first plants. It was observed by investment community that this is a decent
a member of one of the workshops that investment and really does promise what
when the first small plant is installed and we say it promises.
functioning, the rest will follow far more
We now wish to turn to something a
little less positive. We specifically take exeasily.
We believe as a workshop - and we said
(continued on Page 8)
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Jean J. Jarry, Scientific Attache of the French Embassy (left),
chats with John Craven, the University of Hawaii's Dean of
Maritime Resources.
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Stephen Joseph of Nossaman, Krueger, and
Marsh (back to camera) chats at the Gibbs
and Cox exhibit with Dr. W. l. Green of
Mc Dermott Incorporated (center) and an
unidentified attendee.
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William E. Richards, Acting Director of DOE's Ocean Energy
Systems Division, addresses the Opening Plenary Session.
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Ed Snyder of TRW chats with Eugene Burcher of DOE's Ocean Systems Branch.
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Jay Yaffo, Ocean Thermal Corporation (left), chats with W.
Lloyd Jones, Hawaiian Dredging and Construction, a Dillingham Company (center). and Senator Matsunaga (D-HI).
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Left to right: Joe Vadus, NOAA; I. Yamashita, Mitsui Engineering and Shipbuilding;
Senator Spark Matsunaga (D-HI).
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(continued from Page 6)

ception to the Joint Economic Committee Report to the Congress of the United
States, which has reduced DTEC's current
prospects to three gigawatts by the year
2000. We ask that this conference reaffirm
the goals of [Public Law} 96-310, which
provides for 10 gigawatts by the year 2000.
We know of no credible basis for reducing
the goal from 10 to 3, and we wish to go
on record as pointing out that the Committee only allowed island contributions
in their equation, and did not discuss plant
ships and other possible options, and that
therefore its report is unrealistic. It is the
consensus of this conference that the original goal of [Public Law} 96-310 should
stand and should not be changed.
There were a number of other issues
discussed peripherally. We did not consider
them vital to this conference. We therefore
choose not to put them on the record in
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At the Plenary Luncheon organized by the American Oceanic Organization (AOO), the
principal speaker (left) was Dr. John B. Siaugher, Director of the National Science
Foundation. Joining him are Thomas E. Kane, the President of AOO (center), and
Congressman John B. Breaux (D-LA), at right.
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Seated at the head table at the Plenary Luncheon are (left to right) Fred Naef of the
Lockheed Missiles and Space Company, President of the Ocean Energy Council; Maurice
Katz of the US Department of Energy; and Congressman Norman E. D'Amours (D-NH) .

There is one final thing that I would like
to say, and this is not from the workshop.
However as its Chairman I'd like to take
upon myself the right to do this.
We do not yet have the Proceedings
from the Seventh Conference. It is clear
that we are in a critical environment. Everyone here knows that we are facing a
zero budget in Fiscal 1982, and that wheth~r o~ nO.t we go on is very chancy at this
pomt m time.
If we are to influence the decision makers at all . .. if we are to continue on . .. we
will not do so by sloth and indolence. We
will have to act- and act promptly.
And so we urge ... we implore ... that
the Proceedings- or, at the very least, the
Abstracts and the recommendations of this
Plenary Session- be published within 60
days and disseminated to the community,
so that they can be made available to the
decision makers and possibly, through our
mutual efforts, have an impact on the
process.
Thank you.

•
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US GOVERNMENT
PROCUREMENT INVITATIONS
AND CONTRACT AWARDS

a

o
Listed below are contract awards and
z procurement invitations related to OTEC
~ in particular and ocean resources in general

a culled from the Commerce Business Daily.
o This is not to be construed, however, as a
a:: complete list.

«

G

May 22: Continued Research on Mi-

a:: crobial Fouling: Contract N00014-80-C.. 0475, April 29th, 1981 (no R FP), $106,000,
awarded to Montana State University, Department of Civil Engineering and EngiiE neering Mechanics, Bozeman, Montana. Office of Naval Research, 800 North Quincy
Street, Arlington, Virginia 22217.

aIa
Senator Spark Matsunaga (D-HO, at left, chats with Paul Yuen
of the University of Hawaii (center) and Jay Yaffo of Ocean
Thermal Corporation.
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